Introduction
Many African States are operating in a way that shows no socio-cultural, economic and political direction; there is this misdirection. What characterizes the African states are identity crisis, maladministration, leadership problem, economic woes, ethno-religious crises, lack of political will, ideological structure and political instability. African socio-cultural and political structure or system has been characterized by argument and counter argument. Simply put mixed feelings. What characterized many African States includes poor economic policy, lack of law and order, social injustice, ignorance, illiteracy, bribery and corruption. The African transformation agenda and the dynamics of African leadership structure has been that of a systemic failure. African transformation agenda in a fast moving world requires rationality, empiricism, consensus, empathy, development ethics, political stability, socio-cultural and economic development and technological advancement. The African transformation agenda in a fast moving world and the dynamic of African leadership structure requires V i c t o r O g h e n e o c h u k o J e k o 334 individual preferences, political value commitment, the promotion of African freedom, creativity, innovation, the reality of social order, common conception of the good in African Society, radical openness and the need for communication community. African transformation and the dynamic leadership structure remind us that human beings are complex beings. For Stephen Carden (2006:125) humans have a complex background. Our African society, today, is the product of the present and bad leadership in Africa. For Stephen Carden (2006:120) what we are is the product of the past, but past products cannot be reincarnated to solve our problems today. African transformation agenda and the dynamics of African leadership structure require liberation. For Stephen Carden (2006:121) , he posits that I understand liberalism to be a loose collection of social/ political, economic, and ethnical views that generally value the promotion of freedom, individuality, toleration of individual preferences, and the rule of constitutional law. African transformation agenda and the dynamics of African leadership structure in a fast moving world should positively empower the individual persons through social reform. Social reform is essential for the plurality of values and social reconstruction as agenda for sub-Sahara Africa.
Africa transformation agenda and the dynamic of African leadership structure reflect on ordered systematic relation, a greater mutual understanding and a dialectical inquiry into the human good. African transformation agenda add credence to the need for shared humanity and shared morality. African transformation agenda, socio-cultural and political value system, the dynamic of African leadership structures require a unique problem solving mechanism and from an objective knowledge of the African situation. The human life placed within a communal context reflects the ideal of the Community which is deeply rooted in the self-development of the individual, which requires the moral and intellectual development of each of its members (Craden:128).The dynamic of African leadership structure requires ordering political principle. A leader must maintain, embrace and establish law and order in order to guarantee the collective existence of all individual members in society. Society reflects the formation of common interest or goal for a specific end. Leadership requires the articulation of authentic existence of all individual members in Society. Leadership D y n a m i s m o f A f r i c a n l e a d e r s h i p s t r u c t u r e . . .
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requires thought and action, enthusiasm, purity of intention, honesty of purpose, the collective goal of intention, honesty of purpose, and the collective goal of all in society. Leadership aims at a utilization principle; the highest good of all in society. Any leadership position should not be governed by any psychopathological and schizophrenic tendency.
African developmental strategies, culture and technology in a fast moving world
Africa's quest for science and technology is the fastest lane to African transformation. African transformation is and anchored in culture, science and technology. For Oyekan Owomoyela (1996:99) .These days it invites us, rather, to confront from an African perspective the questions that surround science and technology, and to consider the possibility of reversing the hitherto prevailing direction of traffic in the global movement of ideas and ideology, no less than in the flow of technology. Africa transformation in a fast growing world requires not only science and technology but effective/superb leadership style; an effective leadership in African Society that requires much needed discipline and organization of African Society. African transformation requires radical change, rationality, efficiency in doing things and modernization. Accordingly, Oyekan Owomoyela (1996:102) believes that modernization thus transcends the mere development or employment of gadgets; it entails a profound transformation in being and outlook. African society and the quest for cultural, social, scientific, technological, economic and political development requires a profound transformation of the African beingness or the uniqueness of our African being; we must retain the beauty of our African blackness. African transformation requires radical openness to new experiences of things by the leaders of government, pursuit of public affairs and social co-operation. African transformation in a fast growing world is only possible in an atmosphere of national integration, global peace, global/national security of life and property. African transformation in a V i c t o r O g h e n e o c h u k o J e k o 336 fast growing world requires ethics of social change and must be in accordance with changing and rational modern society. African transformation requires effective rationalization and high level of literacy and productivity capacity. Oyekan Owomoyela (1996: 103 -104) aligning himself with Ali Mazrui states that:
Yet another supposed trait of the modern person, as of the modern society, is literacy. Ali Mazrui suggests that "cumulative science" is impossible without "the conservation of the past" for the future to build upon. Literacy appears, in this view, not to be simply a means of recording, but also a mark of a particular type of attitude that alone conduces to the development of science. As he further observes, "oral traditiontends overwhelmingly to be transmission of consensus rather than heresy, of accepted ideas rather innovative non conformity". Orality, in other words, is consonant with an absence of independence of thought. Furthermore, he intimates that the "scientific take off stage" arrives when a society combines the acquisition of writing with "a revolutionary impatience and intellectual restlessness. African transformation requires not only literacy but consensus and empathy. According to Lerner (50) cited by Oyekan Owomoyela (1996: 104) consensus is individuals making personal decisions in public issues must concur often enough with other individuals they do not know to make possible a stable common governance; empathy is defined as the capacity to see oneself in the other fellow's situation. African transformation in a fast moving world requires that we as Africans must live and act accordingly to the laws governing our African society. For Oyekan Owomoyela (1996:105) individuals do, of course, live and act according to the tenor of the societies they live in. African transformation in a fast growing world requires a higher level of knowledge and certitude not wide spread ignorance. Oyekan Owomoyela (1996:105) believes that knowledge is an index of a phenomenon that questions another supposed requirement of modernism -the necessity to have opinions on important issues, coupled with the certainty that such opinions will matter. African transformation in a fast growing world requires not only consensus, empathy but universal-D y n a m i s m o f A f r i c a n l e a d e r s h i p s t r u c t u r e . . . 337 solidarity; the tendency for shared morality or shared African humanity. The African man believes in communal living and he is not in any way engrossed or indebted to the call for the cult of individualism but collective existence or collectivity identity. What defines the epitome of his specie-being is his labour. Labour simply means the dissipation of energy to achieve a specific purpose or end; this specific end is man's struggle for survival. The struggle and survival of man in his lifeworld context is characterized as a universal end. Nevertheless, the African, Asian, European, Latin American, are all geared toward one universal end which is the human struggle for survival. The struggle for survival has led to V i c t o r O g h e n e o c h u k o J e k o 338 recognition and the domination of man over his fellow man. Man is a selfish being who always want to be recognized and to lord it over his fellow men.
Conceptualization of African transformation

The dynamics of African leadership structure in a fast moving world
The dynamics of African leadership structure requires a general understanding of the concept of leadership. African leadership structure has been so weak in a challenging African society like ours. In the African concept, the conceptualization of leadership requires a paradigm shift for socio-cultural, economic market structure and political development. The idea of leadership requires a dynamic process and that the meaning of leadership requires the maintenance of order. Leadership requires a person who is rationally fit to lead the way. A leader is a person who guides others into thoughts or actions that they may not truly understand. A leader is that person who shows the way and who maintains
order. An effective leadership presupposes that the existence of a human group naturally implies some of accepted manners of arriving at a common good of all in African society for the sake of peaceful co-existence. The African leadership structure requires a paradigm shift and redirection in this fast moving world. In African context, the meaning of leadership suggests a paradigm shift from the general understanding of the concept. Leaders are those who fill the office of leadership. The leader is commonly described as one who goes out, ahead, to show the way. The word "leader" stands for guide, director, administer, the head, because those words imply either one which maintains order, one who uses coercion or who guides others' thought and actions that they may not understand. Those who are subjects of social control are persons, groups and institutions recognized by the community to direct the affairs of the same community in social fields. Since man is a political animal, the existence of a human group naturally implies some form of arriving at a common good for peaceful co-D y n a m i s m o f A f r i c a n l e a d e r s h i p s t r u c t u r e . . . 339 existence. A leader is saddled with the sole responsibility to take dominant decision making and guiding activities of the social community.
Aghamelu Helen (2009:140) posits that:
The sum total of the pattern of group activities and the directive influence of those at the helm of affairs can therefore be described as leadership. Those at the helm of affairs, in other words, animators contribute towards the common goal. A man of principle and a disciplined man whom we can rely upon, only such men are worthy to handle very important matters. Men of honour are likely never to compromise their position if it entails sharing certain goods with others, this, men of honour are men who would rather die than steal or be dishonest in matters that pertain to the common good. This is why, we always entrust the care of the V i c t o r O g h e n e o c h u k o J e k o 340 common good into the hands of honourable men, in the hope that they would not be like the rest of men.
African transformation in a fast moving world requires healthy competition and a comparative evaluation of African with the rest of the world. Africa should not engage in an unhealthy competition but must contribute her maximum quota to the overall development of the world, socially, politically, culturally, economically, intellectually, scientifically, technologically and historically.
African transformation requires the dynamics of African leadership structure.
The problem of African leadership structure is that it is built on a weaker structure, bribery and corruption, the plundering and the plaguing of the African natural or capital resources by few African leaders at the detriment of all Africans. African leaders are suffering from a schizophrenic tendency; a moral diarrhea, and psychopathological defects. One of the fundamental problems of our humanity today is man's struggle for scarce resources. The African transformation of socio-cultural and political development and the dynamic of leadership structure require radical social change. When we talk of social alteration and social modification of structures, the tenets of social change is more or less demonstrated practically. Social change is more of a social impulse. Social change is anchored on a rational and a discovered pattern of human behaviour in a society's social structure or social system. Social change is based on the basic or fundamental ideals of normative society. Society should not be seen as an abstract term, it requires the rational activities of human affairs. Social change is geared towards a technological end/purpose. Social change as a philosophical issue requires a successful modification of a society's social normative structure and a practical facilitation of social engineering. The idea of social change is teleological. The term teleology comes from the Greek word "telos". Everything African transformation, dynamics of leadership structure and developmental strategies must be incorporated and integrated into the affirmation of African cultures. For Oyekan Owomoyela (1996:21) , he concludes that:
The one in terms of which non-Africans conceptualize the possible incorporation of African cultures into a world federation of cultures depends on how Africans present them, and how the rest of the world is therefore encouraged to regard them. Another condition is that Africans must exorcise from their minds the ingrained acceptance of westernism as a necessity. Westernism should not be regarded as a necessity and an alternative to African culture.
As Oyekan Owomoyela (1996:112) As leaders, we are not only mutually dependent but our being is mystically interwoven such that our interests must be nursed by the mystical source of its strength. Any other approach towards what is achievable through our position can only lead to crisis of identity and tension, to disappointment and dissatisfaction with self and others. Any leadership position one finds oneself in is always an opportunity for one to be something different but to be everything that is excellent. It is also an opportunity to lose everything because our positions in life can elevate and humiliate. In addition, in this point everything is decided on the way we view and relate to the common good. Successful and healthy human relationship is possible only therefore based on complementation even of extremes. Posterity will remember us and be proud of us if we leave it with a form and unequivocal good foundation on which to look back and build. This foundation subsists in our ability to uphold a common identity where everyone feels at home in the human family as members of the same family. This should be reflected in our policies, which should not serve only ad-hoc needs but should be as compre- 1Q). This paper considered the simple fact that it takes more than intelligence to make leadership work. For Bass (1981:50) believes that superior intelligence is not an absolute requirement for leadership. Leadership goes beyond intelligence but it requires political maturity. Bass (1981) believes that thus, it appears that high intelligence may be associated with other characteristics which contribute toward a person's value as a leader.
The challenge for Africa in a fast moving world
African development has been characterized by socio-political and economic retardation. For Maduabuchi Dukor (2010:103) : Africa, for instance had a retarded development, and Europe over look her in the upward march towards civilization and humanism. Since that period, Africa and the rest of the third world had little or no opportunity of facing the challenges and competition dictated by a world characterized by the survival of the fittest and consequent upon which they have been grappling and struggling to meet up or rather regrettably, to emancipate from colonialism and neo-colonialism. The status quo of unequal opportunities and development is strengthened by their philosophers of colonialism and neo-colonialism. Ferrante (2003:543) rationalization is a process whereby thought and action motivated by emotion, superstition, respect for mysterious forces, and tradition are replaced by thought and action grounded in the logical assessment of the most efficient ways to achieve a valued goal or end (known as value rational action).
Conclusion
African transformation, developmental strategies, and the dynamics of African leadership structure are steeped in the need for human improvement. Le- 
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The realization, of our objectives, as human beings, in a genuine reciprocal relationship, is thus characterized by give and take in mutual complementary dependence. However, human existence, in whatever form we conceive it, makes meaning only when viewed as a system typical act. To seek reciprocity, therefore, presupposes the existence of a natural common bond, which sustains diverse components of a system in a manner that makes them inextricably related to each other, that is to say, in a way that makes their individual existences possible only by considering the type of bond that joins them. This fundamental intrinsic mutual relationship enables the diverse components, attain self-actualizationbut in necessary connection to other beings.
Good leadership has been the soul and well-being of a people in a country.
Good leadership is used to address an organizational structure. It is used to address the problems of society through creative and innovative means. Effective leadership reflects growth and development of individuals in any democratic society. Effective leadership is necessary tool that helps in meeting set goals. Transformational leadership is transactional. Transactional leadership aims at exchange relations of between leaders and followers. Transactional leadership concentrates on set goals or clear objectives, clarifying desired normative outcomes or legitimate objectives, and producing feedback that is value-driven.
Summary
The problematic facing African transformation in a fast growing world is multifaceted; these include ignorance, lack of technology complex, effective leadership, democratic governance, illiteracy, lack of consensus, and empathy, ethno-religious crises, economic woes, cultural chauvinism, African un-freedom and political instability. African transformation in a fast growing world requires an accelerated proportion of scholarly attention. This paper analyzes the need for Africa to embrace a multi-level approach in redressing the problem of knowledge, certitude, technology complex, scientific progression and assimilation. African society from a contemporary perspective D y n a m i s m o f A f r i c a n l e a d e r s h i p s t r u c t u r e . . . 351 must begin to embrace technical-know-how or expertise coupled with effective or superb leadership skills that is aimed at effective democratic governance in order to affect African potentials and African development. Leaders of governments in Africa in this fast growing world must begin to embrace and engage themselves with comparative evaluation of Africa with the rest of the world.
Africa as a continent is lagging behind and is facing serious contemporary challenges of low productivity level, socio-economic crises and political instability. All these must be addressed in order to give Africa a face lift. This paper appreciates and appropriates a multi-level approach in ensuring that there is the prevalence of African freedom, African transformation in the fast growing world even in the mid of her challenges. Africa should and must not remain static but dynamic politically, socially, culturally, scientifically, technologically, psychologically, intellectually and economically.
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